
MA 111–Introduction to Contemporary Mathematics
Cryptography
Review Sheet

(1) Simplify the following expressions.

(a) 23(mod 20)
(b) −17(mod 11)
(c) 18881(mod 123)
(d) −27(mod 7)
(e) 91(mod 90)
(f) 435(mod 26)
(g) −11(mod 26)

(h) 111(mod 2)
(i) 90(mod 24)
(j) −19(mod 24)
(k) 133(mod 10)
(l) 1214(mod 11)

(m) 166(mod 91)
(n) 1612(mod 91)

(2) Find the simplified additive inverse of all of the following:

(a) 12(mod 26)
(b) 45(mod 24)
(c) −13(mod 19)
(d) −12(mod 24)

(e) −45(mod 26)
(f) 19(mod 4)
(g) 18(mod 12)
(h) −34(mod 3)

(3) Factor each of the following numbers. That is, list all the factors for each number.

(a) 20
(b) 12
(c) 8
(d) 26
(e) 24

(f) 7
(g) 30
(h) 14
(i) 36
(j) 14

(4) Determine whether each of the following is a zero-divisor or a unit.
Recall: x(mod n) is a unit if gcd(x, n) = 1. If gcd(x, n) 6= 1, then x(mod n) is a zero divisor.

(a) 13(mod 26)
(b) 7(mod 26)
(c) 7(mod 24)
(d) 11(mod 24)
(e) 2(mod 13)

(f) 12(mod 26)
(g) 17(mod 26)
(h) 11(mod 20)
(i) 5(mod 21)
(j) 16(mod 37)

(5) Given that the units (mod 12) are: 1,5,7,11. Find the multiplicative inverse of 11(mod 12).

(6) Find the multiplicative inverses of 11(mod 24) and 7(mod 24).
(Hint: First determine which numbers are units (mod 24))

(7) If possible, give the multiplicative inverse of 12(mod 26). If this is not possible explain why.

(8) For an RSA cipher, if p = 13 and q = 29, what is n? What is m? Give a valid choice (there are
several options) for the encryption key e?

(9) Encrypt the Message “ATLANTA” using the shift cipher ∆ = 17.

(10) The message “RKYVEJ” was encoded using the shift cipher from problem (9).
First determine ∇. Then decode the message.

(11) Which values ? (between 1 and 25) are valid for the Times Cipher on the English Alphabet?
Which values ? are valid for the Times cipher on an alphabet with 12 letters? Which values ?
are valid for the Times cipher for an alphabet with n letters, where n is arbitrary?



(12) If you answered question (11) correctly, you know that 11 is a valid value of ? for the Greek
Alphabet. Use the Times Cipher for the Greek Alphabet with ? = 11 to encode the message
“α β ξ η”

(13) Suppose “α β ξ η” was encoded using the Times Cipher for the Greek Alphabet with ? = 7.
Determine the decryption value ∗ and use this to decode the message.
Recall that ∗ is the multiplicative inverse of ?.

(14) Notice that ? = 21 is a valid value for the Times cipher of the English Alphabet.
(a) Encrypt the message “EXAM” with this value.

(b) Find the value ∗ for ? = 21.

(c) Use this value ∗ to decrypt the message encoded in part(a). Do you get the same word?

(15) What number does the RSA cipher using e = 11 and n = 91 encrypt the letter “J”, the 10th
letter of the alphabet, to?

(16) What number does the RSA cipher using e = 13 and n = 77 encrypt the letter “E”, the 5th letter
of the alphabet, to?

(17) What number does the RSA cipher e = 7 and n = 85 encrypt the letter “L”, the 12th letter of
the alphabet, to?


